Appendix number 1 to the PZM Sanitary Regulations.
Sanitary guidelines of the zone of tribunes for the meetings with participation of the
public.
General principles.
1. These regulations refer to the competitions of PGE Ekstraliga.
2. For the meetings with participation of the public the common state provisions shall apply
concerning the principles of conduct during the pandemics. Irrespective of the principles
defined in the Regulations, the final principles of organization of meetings and other
speedway events in a special sanitary regime may be specified / corrected by the bodies
of public administration.
3. Since 19 June, 2020 there has been provision applicable for making available the
speedway stadiums for the fans on the basis of the regulation of the Council of Ministers
of 12.06.2020, J. of L. it. 1031.
4. For supporters every fourth place will be made available on the audience, in the rows
invariably, in case of no places marked on the audience with the distance kept of 2m,
however not more than 50% of the number of the places sitting foreseen for the public
reported for PZM within the frames of the review procedure of the facility.
5. The obligation to make every fourth place available, referred to in it. 4, does not refer to:
1) the viewer with the child below 13 year of age;
2) the viewer who participates with the person with the decision of the disability degree, the
person with the decision on the need of special education or the person who due to the
health condition may not move independently;
3) persons residing or holding household together.
6. The number of the viewers includes the public exclusively. This number does not include
any persons holding the function in connection with the meeting, in particular:
- riders and mechanics, training crews and functional persons;
- official representatives of the clubs of teams taking part in the meeting;
- official representatives of the organizer of the games;
- organization services, medical staff, technical staff;
- officially accredited journalists, photo reporters;
- reporters, TV commentators;
- representatives of the public services, e.g. police, fire brigade;
- representatives of information and organization services.
Basic organizational principles.
1. The owner of the facility has the obligation to adjust the provisions of the stadium and
internal regulations to the sanitary provisions of the Polski Związek Motorowy.
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2. The Organizer sends the Facility Regulations for approval by SE.
3. In order to shorten the control time, limit the contact of information and organization
services with the viewers and to avoid the necessity to disinfect the next zones at the
stadium it is prohibited to bring hand luggage to the stadium/to the tribunes, as well as
make the deposits available.
4. The gates of the stadium will be opened 120 minutes before the meeting at the latest.
5. The Organizer marks the sectors for the fans and entrances to the stadium which are
adjusted to the permitted number of persons within the stage. All places must be
numbered.
6. It is ordered to create the buffer zones on both sides of the tunnel of the pits with the width
of min. 10 m from the border of the zone of the pits, permanently fenced in the manner
preventing the public from moving.
7. The zone of the technical park and the zone of the referee tower should be separated from
the zone of tribunes so as to prevent the fans from contacting the persons working at the
service of the competitions in these zones.
8. The Organizer assures such a number of entrances to the stadium adjusted to 25% of the
places sitting of the stadium for the season 2020 so as to allow for the public to enter so
that the provisions of the regulations were fulfilled. The entrances to the stadium must be
adjusted to the sectors in which the fans purchased the tickets so as to shorten the way of
the fans from entering the stadium to occupying the seats.
9. The entrance of a single fan should last about 20 seconds (conducting the activities
connected with the control, access to winches, etc.). It allows to preserve the distance
between the fans and entering of the fans to the facility with the preservation of sanitary
principles and the distance between the fans.
10. The Organizer is responsible for assuring the infrastructure at the entrances – markings
and barriers which settle the capacity and assure 2 meter distance between the fans.
11. The club organizing the meeting (organizer) is responsible for marking the places for the
fans in sectors at the tribunes with preservation of sanitary regime – takes into account
permitted distances between the fans in particular stages and marks the places excluded
from the possibility to be occupied by the fans.
12. The Organizer has a possibility to prepare places in family sectors – for the families, who
may occupy the places in their direct vicinity taking into account the distance within the
sanitary regime in relation to other fans in the stadium.
13. It is prohibited to accept the organized groups of guest supporters.
Sanitary principles of security.
1. Obligatory wearing gloves and protective masks/visors by all employees of the security
and information service.
2. Disinfection or washing vests / uniforms after each meeting is obligatory.
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3. Before the commencement of work each employee must undergo testing body
temperature. The persons with anxious symptoms including temperature above 38 degrees
may not be allowed to fulfill obligations.
Tickets for competitions.
1. The Organizer sends the regulations of selling tickets for approval by SE.
2. In order to avoid gathering of people and to avoid the necessity to disinfect the next zones
in the stadium, the electronic sale of tickets is applicable and it is forbidden to sell tickets
and souvenirs in ticket offices in the stadium. The selling principles of souvenirs may be
changed by the bodies of public administration.
3. The sale of tickets / transferring other documents entitling to participate in the meeting as
a viewer takes place exclusively on the basis of conscious and unconditional acceptance
of the viewer in the scope of accepting the risk connected with a potential infection of
COVID-19 in the stadium during the events organized by the meeting organizer, including
on the basis of abandoning any claims in relation to the organizer of the meeting.
Sanitary principles.
1. At the entrance gates to the sectors allocated for the fans, the organizer places the points,
in which the disinfectant for hands will be placed. The services responsible for the
realization of disinfection are those indicated by the meeting organizer.
2. The obligation to possess the mask by the fan upon entering the stadium until occupying
the seat by him and during moving around the facility and in other cases the lack of required
distance from other persons – the organizer has the right of control the realization of the
requirement.
3. The prohibition to gather of fans in sectors as well as in front of the stadium, including the
car parks, in communication tracts and other zones. The organizer does not conduct any
activities in front of the stadium, e.g. the fan zone. The Organizer ensures management of
space.
4. Catering in place – including gastronomic points – is permitted on the basis of the decision
of proper, local sanitary authorities. The mobile sale is allowed in the tribunes with no cash
payments. For mobile sale only beverages and foodstuffs packed on industrial basis are
allowed exclusively.
5. Maximum number of persons staying in toilets on a single basis shall correspond to the
number of toilet cabins in a given set of toilets. The Organizer of the meeting shall be
responsible for marking additional mobile toilets in case of no cabin toilets. The hand
disinfection is obligatory before each mobile toilet / entrance to cabin toilet.
6. The Organizer ensures extended dispersion of fans in time after the meeting in order to
avoid accumulating in permanent places and allow for preserving distance between fans
by means of:
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- separate sequence of leaving the specific tribunes,
- information of the announcer and organization services on the sequence of leaving the
tribunes,
- plan of leaving the stadium will be displayed on the telebeam and published in social
media (made available to fans before the meeting).
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